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Abstract— In this work in progress, several models to predict student success in a sophomore introduction to circuit analysis class were created based on prior grade point average, grade in a pre-requisite physics class, the semester the pre-requisite physics class was taken, the number of units a student was taking, the number of times a student repeated the circuits class, and the number of times a student repeated any class prior to enrollment. While all models were statistically significant, the model that included prior GPA and the grade in a pre-requisite physics was the most significant for the data collection effort. While further study is needed, this is an important first step in creating a reliable model of student success that can be used to investigate educational treatments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Given that introduction to circuit analysis courses are a part of most engineering programs and usually are on the critical path to graduation, student success in these courses has been the subject of much research. Computer/Web based environments [1, 2], blending of lecture and project based learning [3], improved presentation materials [4, 5], flipped classroom [6], and textbook selection [7] have been studied in the past. Recently the author was able to improve the DFW rate (The percentage of students who earn D, F or W) in our offering of this course by implementing a unique stay/add/drop policy [8]. As part of this policy, students were allowed to take the introduction to circuits class even if they only earned a C- in the physics pre-requisite class. (A C or better is required.) Based on the success of the stay/add/drop policy, the author wanted to find out how important the pre-requisite grade was in determining student success, along with other factors such as when the students took the pre-requisite class, or how many units the student were taking during the semester they took the introduction to circuits class. The extra costs to students who have to retake a course is significant due to student loans, living expenses, and lost wages due to delayed graduation.

The DFW rate since the adoption of the stay/add/drop policy rate for our introduction circuit analysis course vs. class size can be seen in figure 1, where it appears that class size is another factor in student success. Before the case can be made for class size reduction, a model of student success based on incoming student behaviors (such as prior grade point average, and pre-requisite grades) must be created to normalize each class section.

Prior GPA is used frequently to take into account any differences in student groups due to the fact that in most educational environments random student assignment to a treatment section cannot be done. Researchers have used prior GPA in conjunction with pre-requisite grades [9-11], prior GPA and attendance [12-16], and prior GPA as a proxy for student motivation [17-19] to model/study student success. Prior GPA has also been used to study retention [20, 21].

Figure 1: DFW% vs. Class size after treatment after stay/add/drop treatment was implemented.

While prior GPA (PGPA) and grades in the pre-requisite courses have been used to predict student success in classes, other factors were included in this work based on teaching and advising experience. Factors such as when the student took the pre-requisite physics class (PHYSEM) was included because it was proposed that students would forget what they learned if too much time passed between taking a course and
its pre-requisite. The number of units the student was taking (NUNIT) during the current semester (CSEM) was included because many advisors feel that students would not pass the circuits course because they took too many units to keep up with the work. The number of times a student attempted the circuits course (NATMP) or number of times a student had to repeat any course (NREP) were included to account for the fact that due to grade forgiveness, the student data on repeats or attempts is deleted.

II. METHODOLOGY:

Students were allowed to choose which section of introduction to circuit analysis to enroll in, but had to earn 90% average on their homework (automatically graded through MyOpenMath) for approximately three weeks in order to stay enrolled [8]. The physics pre-requisite and differential equations co-requisite were checked by the faculty after the semester began. Even though the pre-requisite for the physics course was a C or better, those students with only a C- were allowed to stay. All other students who did not meet the pre-requisite were dis-enrolled.

Three multifactor regressions (studies one to three) were carried out for section 1 (n=59), and two multifactor regressions (studies four and five) were conducted for section 2 (n=66). The details of each study’s factor can be seen in table 1 and the results can be seen in table 2. While the instructors were different, both used the same course materials [8]. Study one consisted of a six factor regression with PGPA, PHYGPA, PHYSEM, NUNIT, NATMP, and NREP as factors. Study two consisted of a three factor analysis with PGPA, PHYGPA, and PHYSEM as factors. The final study with sections one’s data was a two element regression with just PGPA and PHYGPA as factors. Studies two and three were repeated for section two’s data, which resulted in studies four and five. The data was gathered by “hand” looking at each student’s transcript and student records were spot checked for accuracy. The variables and terms are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Variable/Terms Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Grade Point average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACGPA</td>
<td>All College GPA that includes all transfer and locally earned units. Use grade forgiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade forgiveness</td>
<td>When a higher grade is earned by a student when they repeat a course, the new higher grade is only used in the GPA calculation and the lower grade is no longer used in the GPA calculation. At XX the system is set up to automatically forgive all grades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGPA</td>
<td>Prior Grade Point Average: The ACGPA prior to enrolling. If this is the student’s first semester it is the transfer GPA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYGPA</td>
<td>The grade the student earned in the electricity and magnetism physics pre-requisite course converted to a 0 to 4 scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCGPA</td>
<td>Final Course GPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEM</td>
<td>Current semester: The semester information is coded in the following manner: All semesters begin the number two, followed by the last two digits of the year, and followed by a number one to four denoting which semester. For example the semester fall of 2016, would be coded as 2164.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSEM</td>
<td>The semester the student took the electricity and magnetism physics pre-requisite course. This is coded in the same manner as SEM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNIT</td>
<td>The total number of semester units the student was enrolled in the semester they enrolled in the circuits course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATMP</td>
<td>The number of times the student attempted to pass. This includes the current semester, so that the minimum NATMP value is one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREP</td>
<td>The number of classes a student repeated prior to the current semester.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The coefficients, intercepts and significance are summarized in table two. All of the studies are statistically significant given that they have significance values less than 0.05. The coefficients for PGPA appear to be larger than PHYGPA indicating that PRGPA predicts student performance better than the grade in the pre-requisite physics class. Interestingly, the number of units (NUNIT) a student was taken has a positive coefficient, which indicates that the more “full time” a student is, they better they do in the course. The number of attempts (NATMP) to pass the circuits’ course has a positive coefficient indicating that student who are repeating most likely will pass. In the future, this factor should not be included because we are interested is developing a system in which students pass the first time. The number of courses a student has repeated in the past has a negative coefficient, which is expected as high performing student tend not to repeat classes. (This information should be included in GPA, but with grade forgiveness, this information is lost.) The coefficients for studies two and four seem to have conflicting coefficients for PHYSEM, which indicates this might not be as reliable as other factors. The simplest model of student success just includes PGPA and PHYGPA. Even though only two factors are used (studies three and five), both models are statistically significant, and require the least amount of effort to collect the data.

While $R^2$ values in the physical sciences need to be greater than .60, in the field of social science $R^2$ values of greater than .10 (studies 3-5) are considered acceptable [22, 23]. The reason that these lower values are acceptable is due to the fact that in social sciences there are no perfect instruments to measure knowledge or motivation, there are just proxies for them. For instance, GPA is used as a proxy for motivation, but it can be contaminated by other factors in a student’s life such as homelessness, food insecurity, or family issues. Even the grade in a course is only proxy for what the student has learned.

Even though studies one (six factors) and two (three factors) had higher $R^2$ values (0.25, and 0.201 respectively) than the studies three and five which only used two factors, a six factor analysis was not completed on section two due to the fact that the $R^2$ values of 0.1 are acceptable, the significance values of the simpler models were statically significant, and the cost of collecting the six factor data was prohibitive.

To visually interpret the two factor model, the two factor model for section two was plotted vs. the student’s final GPA (FGPA) in the course in figure 2. The model is given by the equation (data extracted from table 2, study 5):

$$FGPA = 0.93533 \times PGPA + 0.15658 \times PHYGPA – .8006$$

The model is plotted against the model (blue dots) so that the prediction can be model can be compared to the student’s final GPA (orange dots). Out of five students who were predicted to earn a GPA of less than 2.0, three did not pass, while two students did much better than expected. Approximately 10 students who were predicted to pass, did not, while approximately 10 students were expected to just pass did much better than expected. This warrants further qualitative research to find out why some students were resilient [24] to the threats of low prior GPA and pre-requisite grade so that their success can be repeated.

Of course finding out why some students did much worse than expected should be studied for items such as family financial stability, food/housing security or military commitments so that university resources or advising can be better allocator or improved.

---

**Table 2: Results of five studies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>PGPA</th>
<th>PHYGPA</th>
<th>PHYSEM</th>
<th>NUNIT</th>
<th>NATMP</th>
<th>NREP</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-34.552</td>
<td>0.53076</td>
<td>0.11745</td>
<td>0.01587</td>
<td>0.02325</td>
<td>0.69707</td>
<td>-0.05222</td>
<td>0.01674</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-34.901</td>
<td>0.73546</td>
<td>0.04121</td>
<td>0.01631</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.00591</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.27744</td>
<td>0.90683</td>
<td>0.07763</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.04315</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.153</td>
<td>0.94983</td>
<td>0.16819</td>
<td>-0.00602</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.00700</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.8006</td>
<td>0.93533</td>
<td>0.15658</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.00241</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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advising, or maybe develop supplemental instruction so all needs to be conducted so that we can improve student do well, needs to be conducted so that we can improve student resistance to this idea on the part of administrators, and faculty. A model based on the average of each sections PGPA and PYSGPA could be used as part of three factor model that could be used to determine class size that could make a strong case for class size reduction from 80 to 60 students per section.

Additional study is also needed because these models only predict the group’s performance and not the individual’s performance, a study of why those students who did well in the class even though the model predicted that they would not do well, needs to be conducted so that we can improve student advising, or maybe develop supplemental instruction so all students can succeed.

The name of the stay/add/drop policy [8] should be changed to directed self-placement because in practice the number of students who are un-enrolled against their wishes is close to one per 240 students per semester. Most of the drops are done by the student or at the request of the student. For the fall of 2017, 42 students dropped the course themselves and eight students were dropped by the instructor at the student’s request. Change the name from stay/add/drop policy to directed self-placement would also make the students feel more welcome.

IV. CONCLUSIONS:

While all the models generated for both sections are statistically significant, a further study needs be conducted based on the average prior GPA and average grade in the pre - requisite course with the course section as the unit of study so that treatments can be for reliably studied. For example, there have been nine sections where the stay/add drop/policy has been implemented (Fig. 1). It seems likely based on fig 1, that class size could be a factor in student success. Even though there have been studies that link class size to attendance and thus student success [12-16], there is resistance to this idea on the part of administrators, and faculty. A model based on the average of each sections PGPA and PYSGPA could be used as part of three factor model that could be used to determine class size that could make a strong case for class size reduction from 80 to 60 students per section.

Additional study is also needed because these models only predict the group’s performance and not the individual’s performance, a study of why those students who did well in the class even though the model predicted that they would not do well, needs to be conducted so that we can improve student advising, or maybe develop supplemental instruction so all students can succeed.

The name of the stay/add/drop policy [8] should be changed to directed self-placement because in practice the number of students who are un-enrolled against their wishes is close to one per 240 students per semester. Most of the drops are done by the student or at the request of the student. For the fall of 2017, 42 students dropped the course themselves and eight students were dropped by the instructor at the student’s request. Change the name from stay/add/drop policy to directed self-placement would also make the students feel more welcome.
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